Provisional Agenda for the 8th Meeting of
the Informal Group on "ITS/Automated Driving"

14:30-17:30, 9 March, 2016
Room XII in the Palais des Nations, Geneva

Agenda item 1: Adoption of the Agenda (ITS/AD-08-01-Rev3)

Agenda item 2: Report of the 7th Meeting (ITS/AD-08-02)

2-1 Report of WP.1 subgroup from Mr. Erik ASPLUND

Agenda item 3: Working items

3-1 Definition of Automated Driving Technology and Identify the main horizontal issues and legal obstacles
- A Summary of the Definitions of Automated Driving and the General Principles for Developing a Related UN Regulation (ITS/AD-08-03)
- Common Understanding on Major Horizontal Issues and Legal Obstacles (ITS/AD-08-04)

3-2 Information communication security related to automated driving
- Revised draft of general security guidelines from Germany (ITS/AD-08-05)

Agenda item 4: Other business
- Progress on GRRF/ACFS
- Presentation from the Chair of ISO TC 22 on automated driving and possible articulations with the work done at WP.29 (ITS/AD-08-11)
- French views on cyber-security with regards to type-approval on connected vehicles (ITS/AD-08-06, ITS/AD-08-07)
- Report of cyber-security from ITU (ITS/AD-08-08, ITS/AD-08-09, ITS/AD-08-10)
- ITS-AD Comment from the Republic of Korea (ITS/AD-08-13)
- Invitation to the 2nd International Symposium on Intelligent and Connected Vehicles Technologies & Standards and Regulations (ICV 2016) from China (ITS/AD-08-12)
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